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Well done to all of you who have been impressing your 
teachers with fantastic work and attitude.

Remember to email your teachers if you have any issues –
we are here to support just like when we are in school. 

KS3 Newsletter

Quote of the Week:
“We can’t help everyone, but everyone can help 

someone.”

Value of the Week: 
INCLUSION

GOOGLY EYES CHALLENGE 
A fun challenge this week to make us smile! Email a photo of your creations to Miss 
Staniforth (lisa.staniforth@oasissouthbank.org) to receive an online postcard home 
and raffle ticket for an Amazon voucher! We have included some ideas here for 
some inspiration!

Challenge of the Week:
Reminders:

1. Remember to watch the KS3 Monday Motivation YouTube assembly 

that was sent with this newsletter. It has all the latest news and 

announcements from the KS3 team! 

2. Look after yourselves! Find some time each day to be active – go for a 

walk or do the Joe Wicks PE lesson (it goes live on YouTube each 

morning at 9am!). Here is the link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNFdY4cZtWY

3. Each morning before 9am you need to be checking in with your House 

Coach by clicking on your House Group on the school website. This is 

really important so that we know you are well and safe. The 

registration links are here: 

https://www.oasisacademysouthbank.org/curriculum/studentlearning

4. Check out this link for lots of tips and activities for staying happy and 

healthy during lockdown from the Oasis HUB team: 

www.oasiswaterloo.org/families-online

5. You can spread some positivity by submitting shout outs to your 

teachers with the following link! We have had some lovely ones from 

the older years and would love to share some KS3 ones too.  

https://bit.ly/OASBShoutouts
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SHOUT OUTS! This week’s shout outs from your teachers.
Well done if your name is mentioned – you will also get a virtual postcard sent

Highlights from Last Week’s Challenge
Huge shout out to lots of you who shared your ‘arty 

creations’ this week. 
These are a few of our favourites…

Remember to email us your challenge of the week to be 
entered into the prize draw for an Amazon Voucher! 

Rahshae, Ayan, Liam and 
Ryan Submitting and attempting all work on assignments from the first week - great effort!

Sabila For being the first to complete her Spanish work on Monday - keep it up!

Naiya, Maddie and Miheret For completing every section on Seneca last week - keep it up!

Meriem Beautiful poetry in English. Using structure really effectively

James Heggie For using really ambitious vocabulary in his poetry

Diya Rahman Consistently submitting excellent work; writing a brilliant poem about stealing chillies! 

Cameron Rochford Not missing a single assignment submission! Great work analysing the use of contrast in poetry. 

Izaque Carioca
Always working hard on assignments and writing a very insightful paragraph on how poets use 
metaphors! 

Poppy Carter
Showing great imagination when writing her own version of the poem 'Stealing'. Showing us how 
humans and plants can truly be friends! 

Dyllan Dubkiewicz Well done for your exceptional homework website & excellent Spanish notes. Keep it up!

Hannah White Great effort in your Spanish assignments so far

Adriana Great effort in your Spanish assignments! 

James, Julian, Aditi and 
Amalia Perfect scores in Seneca learning last week!

Zaid For a really detailed extended written task in science

Laura 
For pushing herself to answer all the challenge questions and providing a really scientifically 
accurate answer about the importance of liver function 

Bailey For a great extended answer in science

Omarion For a really detailed extended written answer in science 

Rodrick For showing great understanding of the digestive system in his assignment 

Isabella Brown For really detailed descriptions of each of the different organs involved in digestion 

Tamiah Higgins Shoutout for submitting a very strong assignment on Tuesday! 

Ishaan Hagos Great work on analysing how poets use sound through onomatopoeia to create a dramatic effect. 

Rome Meyler

Massive shoutout for doing all your assignments on time, and putting in so much effort. You are 
setting such a good example, keep up all the hard work! 

Mason Davis-Kelly
For always emailing over photos of your work, and putting so much effort into the assignments on 
Teams. This new form of working can be very challenging, but you are doing fantastically! 

Bethany For emailing me to ask for help with her Maths work! Keep up the hard work :)

Hannah White Constantly showing willingness to learn by completing tasks to a high level.  

James Heggie
For showing a high level of consistency in completing all assignments whilst maintaining a positive 
mindset.

Lacary For putting a lot of effort into his daily maths assignments. Keep up the good work :)

Julian Siebert 
For commitment to completing all assignments to a high standard while also being able to 
positively express his views relating to how certain maths challenges should be resolved.

Manasik Ismail For consistently putting the effort into handing in her assignments on time and to a high standard

Rondo Eneso Etame
For showing a great level of effort to taking part in online learning by attempting and completing 
all tasks set this week. Well done 

Faith Arhin Fantastic effort in her maths work this week - such great work to mark!

Naiya Bradshaw - Watson For consistently turning in well laid out, high quality work
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EDITING YOUR 
ASSIGNMENT ON LAPTOP

EDITING YOUR 
ASSIGNMENT ON PHONE

1) 2)

3)

INSERT 
PICTURES OF 
YOUR WORK

CLICK ON OPEN 
IN WORD 

ONLINE TO EDIT

CLICK ON YOUR CLASS

CLICK ON ASSIGNMENT
CLICK ON YOUR CLASS

CLICK ON MORE

CLICK ON YOUR 
ASSIGNMENT

CLICK TO EDIT

1) 2)

3
)

4)

INSERT PICTURE OF 
YOUR WORK

5)

Remember you are being set work each morning on Microsoft Teams. You should stick your normal school 
timetable, as you will be set work based on what you subjects you would normally have that day. 
TOP TIP: download the Microsoft Team App and Outlook App onto your phone/ laptop. 

Finally… HAPPY BIRTHDAY to…
Makaila Lashley – 13 on Thursday
Aydan Shoaib – 13 on Thursday
Tyler Tran – 13 on Saturday
Yousef Zouaoui – 13 on Saturday


